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 will often choose boxes that are nailed against trees,
 -such boxes being the same distance from the
 ground as those on poles.
 Flickers (yellow-headed woodpeckers) are always
 rejoiced to find a house provided for their use.
 Houses for these birds should be oblong in shape,
 measuring about 5x12 inches. The entrance hole
 should be round, placed high- (not more than two
 inches from the, roof ) and should measure about
 two inches in circumference. These strikingly
 beautiful birds usually bore holes in the partially
 rotted wood of trees, clipping out with their sharp
 beaks a narrow passage for their nest, from six
 to twelve inches deep. Boxes imitating closely this
 natural nesting preference are quickly appropriated
 by these fine birds as they are thus happily saved
 a vast amount of hard, tedious work. Flicker
 houses should be nailed horizontally against a tree,
 from 16 to 20 feet above the ground, the entrance
 faced away from prevailing storms and winds.
 The demure, black-capped chickadees must have

 a box provided that like the birds, is diminutive in

 size. A box about six inches square with a circu
 lar entrance, an inch in circumference, meets very
 happily their nesting demands. These houses may
 be nailed against trees about twelve feet from the
 ground, or be suspended by wire from overhanging
 branches at about the same height.
 The tree swallows, like the martins, desire a house

 on a pole, with nesting compartments of the same
 dimensions and also the same-sized entrance. Tree
 swallows differ, however, in liking not more than
 three or four compartments to a house.
 To have the birds of the air flit to and fro un

 afraid within the home grounds, singing their joy
 ous roundelays, carrying on their love-making, build
 ing their nests, and rearing their wee birdlings,
 within easy observation of one's home, is a joy no
 nature-lover should forego.
 Do not wait until the birds actually arrive in the

 spring to devise ways of luring them to the yard
 but provide bird houses and bird basins now that the
 songsters may find your grounds ready and waiting
 for them at their return.

 Coitrtcsy of the Reed Slhop.

 A GROUP OF CLOSELY WOVEN REED FURNITURE WITH STRIPED UPHOLSTERY

 A JUSTIFICATION OF WICKER
 BY WALTER A. DYER

 Author of "The Lure of the Antique," "Early American Craftsmen," etc.

 F ADS in furniture design are ephemeral, and we
 are fortunate if we are not lured by crafty ad

 vertising into taking them up. The desire for novelty
 is more likely to produce bad design than good, for
 the designer or manufacturer who seeks novelty as
 his sole aim is prone to run to extremes and to for
 get his artistic traditions. Mission and Art Nouv
 eau atrocities have come and gone, and we continu
 ally hark back to the period styles when we desire
 something substantial and sure.
 But there is a danger in being too conservative.

 There is no fundamental reason why the new should

 necessarily be bad, though it often is, and those of
 us who yield too far to reactionary tendencies may
 find that we have, in our ultra-conservatism, re
 jected something worth while, something which

 marks a real advance in mobiliary art. The true
 criterion by which to judge a novelty is found in
 determining whether it serves some useful or deco
 rative purpose more successfully than what has
 gone before, whether it possesses a genuine raison
 d'etre.

 Of all the furniture introductions of the past
 twenty years, I am inclined to think that wicker
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 most completely meets that test. It is not a twist
 ing of some well-established style into new and
 strange forms. It is a definitely justifiable, legiti
 mate medium, possessing qualities which no other
 material possesses, executed in a manner natural to
 the. material. Wicker furniture is comfortable,
 decorative, reasonably inexpensive, durable when
 well made, suited to many domestic purposes; there
 is a reason for its existence. Let us consider these
 characteristics a little more in detail, for usefulness,
 beauty, and durability are the qualities by which all
 furniture should be judged.
 In one sense, wicker furniture is by no means a

 new creation. The idea probably originated in the
 Orient, and wicker furniture was imported into En
 gland and America in the early days of East Indian
 shipping. In Europe the old art of wattling goes
 bhack to Roman days. But it is only within a com
 paratively few years that much has been made of it
 in modern homes. Since the beginning of the pres
 ent century it has been developed from a make-shift
 porch furnishing into something suitable for the
 entire house.
 To-day there are many manufacturers using many

 materials. Willows, rattan, cane, reed, bamboo,
 and various grasses are all included in the term
 wicker; furniture made of these materials is all of
 a similar type. Bamboo, rattan, cane and other
 materials are still imported from the South Sea
 Islands and from China, but our best furniture is
 made from native materials. Willow formerly
 came from Belgium and France, but an excellent
 quality is now grown in York County, Pa., and else

 EOPBTN i
 PHQNOGRIAPH CABIXETS IN WILLOW -

 where. We also use native reeds, and tough
 prairie grass such as is to be found in the
 boggy lands of Minnesota and Wisconsin.
 The nature of the material is such that
 a large part of the work is necessarily
 done by hand. This insures careful finish
 and the charming results from the more
 primitive methods of craftsmanship. In
 wicker furniture of the best type, we are
 spared that crude machine-.nade look which
 mars so many of our modern products.
 Manufacturers have learned to construct
 their framework so that it is stout and
 strong. We have no more of those rickety

 - .; ... . ...

 Cou-rtesy of the Reed Shop.
 ARMCHAIR OF CLOSELY WovEN REED.
 DECORATED IN STRIPES

 willow chairs that used to collapse after being used
 for a short time by a heavy person. A framework
 of willow or other light wood is stoutly joined to
 gether, and this is further reinforced by the cover
 ing of wicker. The grass, reeds or willow withes
 are woven upon this framework in close or open
 mesh which gives an opportunity for a wide variety
 of decorative effects. The result is a strong, dur
 able piece of furniture, light to move about, elastic
 and unequaled for comfort, with a surface which
 is not easily marred or scratched and that may
 be cleaned with a damp cloth. The necessity for
 handwork keeps it out of the cheap class of furni
 ture, and yet the average prices are moderate. -
 Wicker furniture comes in the natural colors of
 grass, reed or willow, and is also stained and enam
 eled. White, cream, ivory, pale gray, green, and
 brown are among the popular colors, though there
 is really no limitation. The colors soak into the
 material like dye, and so are permanent. The deco
 rative possibilities, in fact, are endless, especially
 when combined with harmonious upholsterings. It

 _ m~~~~~.4.- t

 Conititesy of Joseph P. McHugh & Sonz.
 SETTLE, STAND AND BIRD CAGE ALL OF WILLOW
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 is this possibility of variety which makes wicker
 furniture as suitable for the living-room of the city
 house as for the porch of the summer bungalow;
 it is all a matter of treatment.
 The forms in which we find wicker furniture are
 a natural outgrowth of the material. The other
 day I picked up a catalogue of willow furniture
 dated 1895. Nothing could be more horribly or
 nate, more foolishly cluttered with meaningless
 scrolls and excrescences. We have advanced a long
 way since that time. Our designers have worked
 largely without precedent to guide them, but they
 have evolved a genuine style. Our better designs,
 largely of German or Austrian origin, are simple
 but not austere, their broad, flowing lines suggest
 ing ease. The best design for wicker is that which
 suggests the flexibility of the material-broad sur
 faces and flowing curves. Wicker should not be
 tortured into shapes which are not in some degree
 suggested by the nature of the material. It should
 be treated more as a woven fabric than as a wood.
 Almost every sort of furniture may now be had
 in wicker-chairs, sofas, tables, desks, bookcases,
 swings, tea-wagons, couches and settles, sewing
 tables and smokers' stands, tabourettes, Bar Harbor
 or beach chairs, and complete sets for library, bed

 room, dining-room, etc. There are also many
 smaller pieces made in wicker, such as plant stands,
 wood baskets, lamps, jardinieres, candle shades,
 vases, bird cages, etc. The chief danger is in using
 wicker for objects to which it is not well adapted,
 such as clock cases and hat trees.
 Wicker furniture is still imported from the Orient
 to some extent, notably Manila or Philippine chairs,
 with their great, flaring backs, and Canton chairs
 and stands with hour-glass shaped supports in place
 of legs. Some American manufacturers have
 adapted this Canton design.
 The appropriateness of wicker furniture for

 porch, sun-parlor, summer bungalow, or yacht is
 obvious. Gradually, however, it has been making
 its way into other parts of the house. One does
 not need to have a room furnished entirely in wicker.
 A few pieces contrast pleasantly with more formal
 furnishings, adding a note of comfort and seldom
 suggesting discord, though of course it is out of
 place in a room furnished strictly in a period style.
 We are beginning to understand the eclectic princi
 ple in home-furnishing. And above all, wicker
 furniture, with the appropriate upholsterings, offers
 an opportunity for color treatments which is im
 possible with heavier, and more sombre materials.

 Courtesy of Joseph P. AMcHiilth & Sont.

 A SUN-PARLOR ATTRACTIVELY AND APPROPRIATELY FURNISHED IN
 OPEN-MESH Wl[,LO0V
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